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he then started giving lectures on poetry and short stories. he was one of the most listened to of the
radio. he gave the title of his book as shaikh ayaz. later, he got a job from radio pakistan, but he could
not sleep at night. in fact he is sleeping in a second-floor room of his house. naseer was one of the
major contributors to sindhi language authority. shaikh ayaz started as an assistant editor of sindhi
language authority and got the job of a deputy editor. his first editorial in the sindhi language authority
was the editorial of the book of ahmad hasan dani on the subject of gurmukhi. he did not get the job of
a chief editor but worked as the editor in chief of sindhi language authority. he was then made the chief
editor of sindhi language authority. he wrote the book sindhir molkosh in the late 80s. he was a
professor of the sindhi language and literature. he was also the chief editor of the sindhi language
authority and was the founder president of the sindhi language authority. but after the sindhi language
authority was dissolved in 1991 and was replaced by sindhi language authority in 1992, he left the post
of the chief editor and became the editor in chief.
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the party held a meeting at the end of april 1975. but sheikh ayaz had not been able to take time off
from his job as editor of the sindhi times, a job he had to give up once the party appointed him as a

member of its first central committee. sheikh ayaz had been appointed to the committee when the party
was still a group of a dozen men and women. the party had set out to work for the overthrow of the

sheikh regime, but no longer had any media behind it. now that the awami league is the ruling party, it
is useful for them to have a poet who is renowned not just in his own province but all over the country.
although he was a member of the awami league central committee, sheikh ayaz remained outside the

government. he remained active in poetry, and wrote more than twenty volumes of poetry. he was
influenced by the tharawal tradition of sufism, as well as other traditions. it is not clear if his poetry had
any strong political message. his poetry was mainly about nature, the people of sindh, the sufi saints of
the sindhi people, or the people of other regions of the country. however, in the 1970s, he composed a
satirical play about the sindhi language, called katae utano katae, and this was performed in a crowded
hall in hyderabad. it is quite a lengthy piece of drama, but it shows the power of the tharawal tradition,

and the ability of sindhi language to rise again as a living language. he was also a very conservative
sindhi. he believed that the sindhi people are superior to other people. this is why he believed that they
should rule the country. and he was also aware of the fact that the world was developing rapidly, and
that sindh would not be able to keep up with this progress. if sindh did not change, it would eventually

become a backwater. 5ec8ef588b
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